SPORT-PACKER CL A SSIC

Lowrider pannier or rear pannier (pair) with QL2.1 system

IP 54
Lid closure with dust flap underneath

Anti

QL2.1

scratch

system

PD620

PS490

Straps with buckles and D-rings
for safe closing of the bag
Fixation for shoulder strap

Lateral 3M Scotchlite reflectors on both sides
Carrying strap

Infos on IP-symbols: www.ortlieb.com/us/service/technical/ip-symbols/

PRODUCT INFO

Base feet

Carrying handle for mounting and releasing
the QL2.1 system
Automatically closing 16mm QL2.1 hooks
Exchangeable hook inserts with antiscratch function (8, 10, 12 mm)

Semi-elliptical hook rail made of two-component synthetic
with anti-scratch function reduces abrasions on rack
Adjustable and rotatable mounting hook (in
15° steps) with anti-scratch function
Abrasion protection
Edge protector with slots for mounting the
Carrying System Bike Pannier
Height cm/in

Width cm/in

Depth cm/in

Volume L/cu.in.

Weight g/oz.

40/15.7

25/9.8

14/5.5

30/1831 (pair)

1750/61.7 (pair)

SPECIFIC ATIONS:

+ Universal pannier (pair) for lowrider or rear rack
+ Can be used individually or as pair, as small rear pannier or for the lowrider
+ Sides of PS490 nylon material, front and back of PD620
+ QL2.1 mounting system for racks with max. 16 mm tube diameter
+ 20 mm hook available as separate accessory (e.g. for E-bikes)
+ Reduction inserts for tube diameters 8, 10 und 12 mm with anti-scratch function preventing abrasion on the rack
+ Hooks adjustable without requiring tools
+ Lower hook rail made of two-component hard-soft synthetic with anti-scratch function protecting the rack
+ Including integrated inner pocket and shoulder strap
+ Ideal alternative to Sport-Rollers (can be loaded higher due to its lids)

+ Symmetrical shape allows use on right or left side
+ Simultaneous use of ORTLIEB Travel-Biker possible

+ Possibility to attach the ORTLIEB carrying system
+ Suitable as small rear pannier or for use on children‘s/youth bicycles
+ Highly reflective Scotchlite reflector
+ Easy to clean inside
Contents: Panniers comes with shoulder strap, reduction inserts 8, 10 and 12 mm (2 pairs per size)
Optional accessories: Carrying System Bike Pannier, Anti-Theft-Device (E124), Outer Pocket 1,8 L, Mesh-Pocket, Bottle-Cage, QL2.1 hook 20 mm
Attention: Maximum load per pannier is 9kg / 20 lbs. We recommend weighing each loaded pannier to confirm that the maximum allowance of the pannier fixation is not exceeded. This practice is

Note: In order to meet standard IP54 (5=protected against dust, 4=protected against splash water coming from all directions) the lid must be properly closed.
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advised for both rear and front panniers. CAUTION: The maximum weight capacity of every carrier model is different. Please observe the maximum weight allowance of the carrier fitted to your bicycle.
Note: Sometimes the maximum capacity of the panniers fixing system can exceed the maximum capacity of the carrier. DO NOT exceed the maximum capacity of the carrier! Note, that the use of
panniers will significantly influence the handling properties of your bicycle.

